
 
 

 

 

NMB Bank Limited 
 

ICRA Nepal has an issuer rating of [ICRANP-IR] BBB@ (pronounced ICRA NP Issuer Rating triple B, on 
watch with Negative Implications) outstanding on NMB Bank Limited (NMB). Instruments with [ICRANP-IR] 
BBB rating are considered as moderate-credit-quality rating assigned by ICRA Nepal. The rated entity 
carries higher than average credit risk. The rating is only an opinion on the general creditworthiness of the 
rated entity and not specific to any particular debt instrument. 
 
ICRA Nepal also has rating outstanding of [ICRANP] LBBB@ (pronounced ICRA NP L triple B, on watch 
with Negative Implications) on NPR 500 million subordinated debt of NMB. Instruments with [ICRANP] 
LBBB rating are considered to have moderate degree of safety regarding timely servicing of financial 
obligations. Such instruments carry moderate credit risk. 
 
These ratings were put on watch in April 2015 after the earthquake. ICRA Nepal has been reviewing the 
impact of developments on the credit profile of NMB. 
 
Based on limited financial highlights published by the bank, there has not been material deterioration in 
NMB’s financial profile.  
 
However, ICRA Nepal is in the process of carrying out the surveillance exercise, and ICRA Nepal would 
keep the investors updated on the same.  
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For further details please contact: 
 
Analyst Contacts:  
Mr. Kishor Prasad Bimali, (Tel No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
Kishor@icranepal.com  
 
Relationship Contacts: 
Mr. Deepak Raj Kafle, (Tel. No. +977-1-4419910/20) 
drkafle@icranepal.com  
 

All Rights Reserved.  
Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  
ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA 
Nepal ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 
(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All 
information contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. 
Although reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ 
without any warranty of any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, 
as to the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be 
construed solely as statements of opinion and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use 
of this publication or its contents 
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